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PAYMENT METHOD:

 MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ __________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City __________________________________ State ___________________

Zip _____________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) ____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Uniquely Different
Georges Proust

Presents...
Man With Three Legs

Stevens Magic in association, once again,
with our friend Georges Proust of
Academie de Magie are excited to offer
this exclusive and amazing item to our
esteemed customers. Never before has a
package been put together that includes
all you need to add this very old, but rarely
used effect to your routine.

Contains:
•    Booklet with instructions (English Version).
•    DVD with additional instructions and performances.
 •   The Third Leg—Special Gimmick.

“Daniel Piquet, an automaton mime, street magician and performer lives
for the art. In just the book alone he describes in detail, for the first time, a
design for a third fake leg that incorporates many subtle refinements and how
to properly stage this illusion. In doing so he has summarized the lessons
learned performing for over 30 years. This experience allowed him to make a
third leg adaptable to anyone: man or woman.  He has created many effects,
which we call figures, including: ‘... walk to three’, ‘sitting on one leg’, ‘swing’,
etc. Every magician, MC, actor or mime will discover this work with great
pleasure.” --Georges Proust.

As previously highlighted in “What's Ahead for 2012” in our “flashes,” we are
excited to finally make this product available with the Secret Gimmick (3rd Leg)

which is “not” included in the photo for obvious reasons.
But what I can tell you is about this “secret gimmick” is it

is exceptionally well made and thought out.  It is
amazingly light weight, crafted from the most advanced

alloys.  I feel very confident stating that it is really an
exceptionally crafted prop with attention to

fabrication, engineering and is very light weight.
We can attest to the highest quality for this
product—as you would expect of us!

If you're looking for something different
and unique to set you apart and make your
mark— here it is....

$397.50     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_32&products_id=113261
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Brand New—Dante

Cagliostro’s
Psychic Key

In very limited production,
Cagliostro's Key is
handmade and is the finest we
have seen. The gaff is
absolutely invisible and
impossible to spot with a loop
or magnified visor. It is
precision made. Made of steel
to last way beyond your
lifetime. A treasure to pass
down to future generations of
performers.

Once performed and handed
to the spectator, it may be
closely and fully inspected.
There is absolutely nothing to
find—no seam, no pinholes,
no weld joints, nothing! The

key is perfectly balanced for the Haunted Key move forward as well as backward
and is gaffed for the “twisting” effect. This will badly fool those “in the know”.

The key is 4 9/16 inches (116 mm) and the bow is 1 1/8 inches wide. And weighs
1.3 ounces.  It comes in a beautiful red velvet jewelry box with the proper “resetting”"
tool.

The routine is amazing. The performer first causes the skeleton key to turn over in
their hand during their favorite “Haunted Key” routine. By the way, with practice
you may even cause the key to turn over in the spectators' hand!  This deluxe
version of this effect is NOT peformed the normal way, it is different!

This is where the similarity ends. At this point the artist asks the spectator to rub
the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly the bit twists 90° from the bow.
The spectator rubs his eyes in disbelief. The performer now hands the key to his
helper for close inspection; he finds nothing out of the ordinary except a solid,
twisted key! Carry it in your pocket ready to perform at a moments notice.

This Is Self-Working & Self  Contained!     $750     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113252
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Dante’s Exclusive
Mutilated
Parasol

Performer shows a parasol with
outstanding bright multi-colors on its
cover.  The parasol is then closed and
wrapped in paper.  The tip and handle
are in full view throughout!  A number
of small separate silks are shown and
vanished (ala change bag). A magical
change is commanded.  The parasol
is taken from the paper and opened,
but minus its colors!  Instead, separate
single silks are now seen hanging from
the tips of the Parasol ribs!  PLUS,
the cover that vanished is now found
in the bag INSTEAD OF THE SILKS!

We are proud to offer this for the
working professional.  Finest metal
work.  Excellent silks.  Good
engineering.  A complete transposition.
Fast moving action!  Entertainment for
all audiences.  This has the benefits of
both classic and modern magic.

Comes complete with the parasol,
silks and extra cover.  Also comes with
a short DVD that shows “how to set-
up” this effect, much better than
written instructions, which would have
been very hard and boring to
understand and read.

Use your own change bag (DOES
NOT COME WITH A CHANGE
BAG!)

“I have never seen a Mutilated
Parasol as good as this one!”

--Joe Stevens
$595     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_32&products_id=113187
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Michael Baker Presents...

Mystical Canisters Of  Foo
What a beautiful piece of apparatus! Very versatile—you can use anything small
enough to fit—can be done on a stage, parlor or in a front room!

The apparatus you now possess is a variation of a U.F. Grant effect commonly
known as The Chink Cans. The basic premise is the same, but the tubes are now
square and equal in size.  The advantage of this over other rice bowls is that there
is NO WATER needed—this is a big plus!

The effect is that two canisters are shown empty. One of them is filled to the brim
with M&Ms (cereal, coins, rice or confetti, use your imagination). The two canisters
are placed mouth to mouth, and when separated, the M&Ms have doubled in
quantity. The M&Ms are leveled off and the mouth of that canister is covered with
a square of paper, drumhead-style. When the paper is broken, a very large
production of silks is made.

The apparatus is entirely self-contained, and best of all, it is very easy to perform!
The tubes are 3 x 3 x 6-inches each, made from Baltic Birch. They are painted
periwinkle blue with black trim and all sides are adorned with multi-color images
on marbled yellow backgrounds, with gold accents.  Supply your own M&Ms (or
other item) and silks.

$155     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113255
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Highly Anticipated!
Mesika Presents...
Spider Pen Pro

The Spider Pen Pro is nothing short of a
revolutionary electronic device because it is
the first to feature patented Soul Technology.
This break through technology allows you
to take your mind off of the method and lets
you focus on your magic, giving you the
undeniable edge for mastering levitations and
animations.  When you put your hands on
the state of the art engineering in the Spider
Pen Pro, your levitations and animations
will look like Hollywood's special effects.

Imagine yourself in a casual conversation.
You ask for ANY bill. A levitation is about to
happen, but never has a levitation happened
like this. You place the flat bill on the palm of your hand and cover it with the other
hand. Your hands move apart, and somehow the borrowed bill is floating. With a
gentle touch, the bill flips in the air and you walk away leaving it in mid air. Yes,
you walk away. No explanation is possible. Under your power the bill slowly falls
on the floor, laying motionless. Only when you desire, for the final climax the bill
levitates in a flowing motion all the way into your hands.

Watch and learn as Mesika himself guides you through the basics of levitation to
bring you to an exceptional level of performance. You will learn his signature
effects, tips and subtleties; that will make you feel like you are receiving his live
personal coaching.  Effects detailed on the DVD are  Zero Gravity Bill,
Terry Lunceford's Floating Finger Ring, Floating Straw and Walking
Bill.  Additionally you will learn the Spider Spool saving technique that will
save you a lot of money, and you will learn Mesika's ultimate method for locking IT
in the wax.

Spider Pen Pro Features: The first electronic reel with no buttons or switches.
Powered by an electric micro motor. No noise—completely silent. Operates with
one AAA battery that will last you easily over a year (one performance a day,
battery not included.)  Walk up to 35 feet away from floating objects. Constant
perfect even tension.  No springs or rubberbands. Changing the spool is as easy as
1-2-3. A real writing pen with refillable ink. Made of premium quality steel with a
chrome finish. Exchangeable pen clip - easily swap for another color. Locking
Method—Levitate and animate even heavier objects. Comes with a DVD shot in
HD.  MADE IN THE USA

Still have concerns?  The Spider Pen Pro is easy to master and always ready
to go.  You have nothing to hide.  Versatile.  Perform sleeveless. No assistants
necessary.  Perform completely surrounded!!!

$150     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113225
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Brand New—Rich Hill
Shattered Reality

Shattered Reality is an illusionary concept that
generated a tremendous buzz when Lance Richardson
released this concept to the magic world—and for
good reason—it's a powerful illusion with big impact.
Even better, the product specs are such that it can be
more easily transferred from show to show, in
comparison to traditional larger illusions.

A mirror is inspected by the audience—it is absolutely
real. A cloth is placed over the mirror, and a hammer
is introduced. You smash the mirror to pieces—the
spectators see the shards of glass fall to the floor. You
then pull back the cloth to show that the mirror has
indeed been broken and is no longer in the frame.
Cloth is placed back over the frame, and the pieces
are gathered up from the floor in a drop cloth.

INSTANTLY the pieces of mirror VANISH into
thin air and the cloth is removed from the

frame.  THE MIRROR IS COMPLETELY RESTORED AND BACK IN THE
FRAME!  It just doesn't get any better than this...

Illusion breaks down for packing—the stand comes apart in three pieces and
assembles with two bolts. The prop assembles in less than a minute. Stand is
powder coated Aluminum. This piece is made to last a lifetime!

Highly Suggested: Custom ATA Road Case—additional $525.00 plus
shipping.

Your Shattered Reality is built custom for you (estimated delivery times are
4 to 8 weeks). Colors for the stand, cloth and frame are up to you!

$1,195     +shipping & handling

Deluxe Traveling Jewel
Another beautiful effect from Rich Hill crafted
from Ebony wood with Swarovski crystals.

A beautiful wooden rod is shown to have a
jewel embedded in it. The jewel then jumps
from the end, to the center and to the other
end—it’s absolutely baffling! This is wonderful,
visual magic at it’s best!

Featuring large 7mm Swarovski Jewels, this fine quality piece of close-up magic
measures 3.75-inches long and is handcrafted at Rich Hill’s Illusionshop.

$32.50     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_12&products_id=113272
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Rich Hill “Gems”
Ebony Jumping Gems

The magician produces two genuine ebony rods
and shows them empty on both sides.  With a
flourish, a gem appears on one of the rods.
The gem is then “tossed” to the other rod.  Tap
the rods together, and now they both have
gems.  Magically transfer one of the gems to
the other rod, and now it has a gem on each
end!  Next, one of the gems travels down the
rod and the rod now has two gems on one
end.  The effect features a color-changing gem,
and finally a beautiful finish—two gems become
six, and six becomes 12 (six on each side).  This
routine looks like real magic... your audiences
will love it!

Featuring large 7mm Sworavski Crystal Jewels, these fine quality Ebony Rods
measure 3.75-inches long and are made from African Ebony.  Inspired by magician,
Josh Silverstein, these Jumping Gems are beautifully, hand-textured for
faultless handling.  A joy to use!  This amazing piece of close-up magic is handcrafted
by Rich Hill.

$83     s&h incl.

Ebony Hot Rod
A wooden rod is shown to have
various collection of colored jewels
embedded in it—six on each side.
Spectator selects a color of a jewel,
and now all 12 jewels are the same
color as the selected jewel!

Beautiful mat black finish and textured Ebony
wood with large 3-D eye-popping Swarovski
jewels.  This classic of magic, hand made
by Rich Hills Illusionshop is easy to do
and is made in quality materials for your close up needs. With his attention to the
smallest of details, Rich Hill is known for some of the finest platform and stage
illusions.

If you already do the “hot rod” effect, then you know that this impromptu routine
is great but it is difficult to find a finely crafted prop for your presentation. Well no
more!  This easy to handle gem of magic will make you want to perform it on a
regular basis.  Small enough to carry in your shirt pocket, but the gems are large
enough to catch the spectator’s eye.  Simple, detailed instructions and an easy
handling make this a fun and great routine to learn.  This model features the
RUBY Red Finale.  We guarantee you will love it!

$45     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113065
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113211
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Powerful Frontier Magic

French Guillotine
This solid, realistic looking Guillotine stands almost 6-feet high, as U.F. Grant
designed it.

This sinister instrument is made from solid timbers, reinforced with steel and built
like a fortress. It must be seen to be feared.

A victim is captured and imprisoned by the neck in the pillory stocks. The blade
thunders downward. WHAMMMMM! As suggested and used by the famous stage
magician, Jack Gwynne.

The effect with this new model is really startling! You can feature it in your show!
It plays well as a comedy presentation or as a dramatic sensational climax!

Use for wonderful publicity photo possibilities.  This new model Guillotine is very
sturdily built and looks its part. Better still, it folds down small for easy carrying.
The size when folded (legs removed) is 34.5 X 7 X 23.5-inches and can be set up
in 2 minutes with only 4 bolts.

Made in the USA with quality construction! A big Illusion at a great price!
$550     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_12&products_id=113243
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Frontier Builds Right!

Arm Amputator
Beautiful and perfectly crafted illusion by
Frontier Magic—- Ornately detailed and made
of oak to last forever. This beautifully hand
stained piece has the right look for your show.
The amputator features a fixed blade with
quick-set action!

Exceptional DESIGN
Exceptional STRENGTH
Exceptional MATERIAL

Carrot cutting hole proving method. The Stock
unit is fixed to the base for easy transport. This
is a true collector’s piece of apparatus as well.
Quality beyond Quality, very impressive piece
of magic!  Easy Transport.  Solid Base!  Metal
Handle!  Actually Cuts!

$267.50     s&h incl.

Coin Ladder
Affordable Coin Ladders have been
impossible to locate until now!  One
of the classics in magic is available
and this unit is elegance personified!

The magician plucks coin after coin
from the air a-la the Miser’s Dream,
dropping them into the stand and
watching them roll down the coin
chute all the way to the bottom.  The
stand is complete with a built-in coin
dropper.

Crafted from SOLID OAK.  Breaks
down for easy transport.  Three
jumbo half dollars adorn the front.
Great stage “classic”.  Made in the
USA.  Produce up to 25 coins.
Dimensions:  38-inches high x 17-
inches wide x 16-inches at base.

$295     + shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=112902
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_32&products_id=112951
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And The Number Is?
Sixth Sense 2

Sixth Sense 2 is the evolution of the best-
selling magnetic detection device. With an
extended range, multidirectional sensing
pattern and self-calibrating digital circuitry,
Sixth Sense 2 allows you to perform a variety
of beautiful and stunning mind-reading effects
including the classic “which hand”. Place the
miniature sensor (33 x 20 x 9mm) under your
watch strap and a silent vibration will let you
know in which hand your volunteer has hidden
a magnetic coin.  Not only is Sixth Sense 2
the most sensitive magnetic detector available,
it is the only device in the world that allows you
to perform this effect in short sleeves.

Recommended Coins/Items: Range (ITEMS NOT INCLUDED)
•  Magnetic US Half Dollar—Super Strong (Kreiss Magic): 4.5-inches
•  Magnetic £1 for Sixth Sense (MagicTricks.co.uk): 4-inches
•  Magnetic £1 (Izzy Wizzy Magic): 4-inches
•  Magnetic 50c Euro (Magic Factory Essen): 3.75-inches
•  PK Ring (Stevens Magic): 5-inches
•  Larger magnetic objects (Scorpion, Spike): 12-inches +

No calibration routines, wires, settings or complicated hookups. Just turn the unit
on via the switch at the base and Sixth Sense 2 automatically configures itself in
a fraction of a second. Keep it in a pocket and perform your favorite effects
wherever and whenever you want.  Includes sensor, demo DVD, velcro wrist
strap and written instructions

$300     s&h incl.

Gilbert Raimond’s
Predicta

Available again! Over 10,000 sold!
Considered by many as the best in
mentalist technology!  A spectator freely
names four numbers and the performer
writes them on a piece of paper. He hands
the paper to the spectator and tears open
a sealed envelope which holds a lottery
ticket. She scratches the ticket. The
numbers on the ticket match her chosen
numbers! Everything can be examined. No

complicated sleights.  Refills available, 20  fresh tickets (10 of each
style) for $25.00.

 $35     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113235
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=112&products_id=3661
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=111702
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Perfect Timing!

Confetti Bucket
2 Sizes Available—Large & Small

What a great classic comedy effect!  Throughout
the act, the performer pours water into a metal
bucket.  Finally, he picks up the bucket and walks
forward toward the audience.  The front row get
nervous! The performer throws the contents of
the bucket into the audience.  As the people duck,
confetti flies through the air!  There is no water
in the bucket!  A great comedy prop with loads of

performance possibilities.  Well
constructed, galvanized
aluminum.  Highly visual.

Large is 9.5-inches tall and
has a diameter of 11-inches.
Small is 5.5-inches tall and
has a diameter of 6-inches.

Large...$77.50     s&h incl.        Small...$47.50     s&h incl.

No-Talk PK Ring 2.0
The PK Ring has been a powerful tool in a magician's arsenal
for many years.  This ring is called the No-Talk PK Ring for
silent sleight-of-hand. Perfect for dry skin in winter weather.
New improved performance, greater durability and enhanced
design for sleight-of-hand that leaves nothing to chance. For
the magician who wants to avoid the “clink” and “clank” that
ordinary PK rings can bring to a performance.  Our new

model is hand fitted with special rubber guards set in circular channels that remove
the “talk”, while letting the strong PK magnet do its work. The rubber guards also
help protect the ring in the case of accidental dropping.  And it looks cool, too ...
like a custom made silver and ebony ring!

Specify Small (18mm), Medium (19mm), Large (20mm), X-Large
(21mm), XX-Large (22/23mm) and XXX-Large (24/25mm).

S, M, L...$45     s&h incl.          XL...$50     s&h incl.

XXL & XXXL...$55     s&h incl.How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&search_in_description=1&keyword=no-talk+pk+ring
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113210
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113215
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113214
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_11&products_id=5346
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Seeing Is Believing!

Four
Nightmares

Deluxe
One of our hottest
sellers from Tenyo!  A
long piece of rope and a
short piece of rope are
displayed to the audience.
Then the magician visually
stretches the ropes to equal
lengths.  The magician ties
the two ropes together.  Then the knot is miraculously slid off of the rope and the
magician is left with one long piece of rope.  Finally the magician ties one final
knot in the middle of the rope.  With no false moves the loop is slid cleanly off the
rope as well, leaving the magician with a piece of rope in one hand and an endless
loop of rope in the other hand.  Comes complete with step-by-step instructions
and specially prepared rope!

$87.50     s&h incl.

HotHotHotHotHot
Item!Item!Item!Item!Item!

Losander
Presents...
The Portal

“Losander creates the
most intimate levitation
that will fill a new venue
previously not met with
his Portal! For any
intimate venue this will
amaze, of course seances
come to mind as a
perfect possible setting,
but there are many
more”   --Mark Stevens

The Portal is the latest creation by Losander. It combines two of the highest
subjects in Magic, Mentalism and Levitation. The Portal is a new and clever way
to predict anything you like—a number, a playing card, a simple drawing or maybe
a word. Your imagination is the limit. During an amazing levitation, a chalk hanging
on a string in front of a chalkboard, starts to write your prediction.

NOTE:  These will be available after FISM 2012, in August 2012 (due to
overwhelming demand!)

$399     s&h incl.
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Perception Is Everything
Cesaral Magic Presents...

Micro Perceptions (Basic)
Cesaral Magic has created a revolutionary small and
versatile gimmick that can create some really strong
effects. The size of the gimmick is 52mm x 84mm.
It is 5mm at the thickest part and just 2mm in the
thinnest. (1 inch = 25mm). The gimmick fits
perfectly inside a normal-size wallet, inside a card
box and in many other places. You can hide it also
in your pocket or on your forearm.

The gimmick is able to detect RFID chips secretly
hidden in many different objects. For example in a
cardboard die, Cesaral Magic chipped poker cards
(the best ones in the market), Tarot cards, envelopes
etc. Once a chip is detected, it transmits the
information to the magician in one or two ways:
the first uses a very special set of lights to visually
code the information in a way that is only seen by
the magician and the second option is by a series of
vibrations which the magician can feel. The vibration
strength can easily be adjusted. Imagine what you
can do with this!

Detection Distance: This is the distance from the
gimmick to the chip and may vary according to the chip being detected.  The
chipped cards from Cesaral Magic can be detected at 70mm (1 inch = 25mm).
The Cardboard Die can be detected at 45mm.  The extra chips included (38mm x
38mm) can be detected at 100mm.   When the distance from the gimmick to the
chipped object is more than 20mm the detection surface is 52mm x 84mm (the
size of the gimmick), but when the distance is less the detection surface is up to five
times this area. This is really amazing and very useful.

Running time: This depends on the operation mode, but may vary from three
hours to several days without needing to charge the gimmick. The gimmick does
not need any kind of reset and it is always ready to go.

Note:   You can easily make the hollow cardboard die (image seen at the top), with
the chips included. It can be fully examined. You can also order this cardboard die
already finished. You can print/draw whatever you like on each of the sides or you
can order it with a specific printout.   Also available in COMPLETE SET, this
one comes with wallet, please see our website for details.

 Basic...$380     +shipping & handling    Complete...$495     +shipping & handling
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Creative Perceptions
Cesaral Magic

Presents...
iPhone

Perceptions
No one can question the
marriage between “magic
and technology” which has
existed for years and will
continue to do so.
Whenever technology
advances magic is not far
behind and with effects

such as these, they are incorporated in such a manner then removes completely
any suspicions that the unit is actually performing the mindbending magic. That's
the perfect marriage of technology and magic!

EFFECT 1:  The magician shuffles a deck of cards, spreads them face up on a
table to show that they are all different, and then turns them face down. He asks
an audience member to choose a card and to seal it inside an envelope. The
magician turns his back while the card is selected. At the end of the card selection,
he asks the audience member to put the envelope with the card in a pocket.

The magician faces the audience and asks “Do you think I can guess the card
selected? You are right...I can't...But I have a friend you may know, called
David Blaine he might be able to help me.” The magician takes his phone (a
modern iPhone 4G) and calls David Blaine, but he seems to be busy at this moment.
The magician says “Ok, no problem, take the phone...you will be the one to call
him later”, and puts the iPhone in the spectator's pocket.  Then the magician
says... “Hold on, I will try to guess the card, I might be lucky”. Finally the
magician is able to name the selected card by himself.

EFFECT 2:  An audience member chooses a card and places it inside his own
wallet. The magician is able to name the selected card in a few seconds.

Important points:
•  The magician does not need to touch the cards.
•  Many miracles can be get with the gimmick.
•  The method is original, clean and all props look completely innocent.
•  No forces are necessary.
•  It is great for close-up, walk-around, stage and impromptu magic.
•  Cutting edge electronics make this very easy to do, allowing you to concentrate
        on the presentation.

$985     +shipping & handling
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The Spirits Are Calling
Cesaral Magic

Presents...
Spirit Bell

Not since we sold our exclusive Spirit
Bell from TomOni many years ago
have we had so many requests for
this item. Performers have long
searched for the perfect Spirit Bell.
The Cesaral Spirit Bell is the result
of many years of research in this field.

The Cesaral Spirit Bell can be used
for every type of performance
seances, mentalism, bizarre magic
and even comedy magic. You can use
it in Question & Answer routines,
as a Lie Detector, and as a
communicator with lost loved ones.
The possibilities are endless!

Important points:
New self working method to make the Bell ring at the exact moment needed.  The
audience member holds the bell. The performer is far away.  Clear, real... good
and loud bell ring.  Can be done anywhere and surrounded.  Real time electronically
controlled more than 50 feet by you.  No need for assistants as this is a one-man
effect!

Please Note: Due to overwhelming demand, fulfillment can take from 2-6 weeks.

NOTE: There is an ADDITIONAL COST of $75.00 if you want the
bell to look “antiquated” (see below).  This process is very detailed
and labor intensive—but to me personally—essential.  Please specify if
would like an Antiquated Spirit Bell.

$485     +shipping & handling

Additio
nal

Additio
nal

Additio
nal

Additio
nal

Additio
nal

$75 For This

$75 For This

$75 For This

$75 For This

$75 For This

Look!
Look!
Look!
Look!
Look!
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Tim Gabrielson Presents...
Stretching
The Truth

Lite
This astonishing seven-ten
minute routine combines
audience interaction with
comedic timing and masterful
illusion resulting in a truly
astounded audience. What
begins as a mind-reading exercise
where you attempt to draw the
volunteer’s chosen animal cracker
quickly becomes an unforgettable

trick as they watch the last drawn animal seemingly come to life right before their
eyes. The crowd watches in amazement as you present the inanimate drawing to
the volunteer proving once and for all it’s simply ink and paper. This, of course, is
received with an astonished gasp from the audience!

Benefits include:
•    Re-sets in five minutes!
•    Packs small and Plays Huge!
•    Not another card trick!
•    Uses common pad of paper found at any art supply store.
•    Requires no expensive refills to buy from us.
•    Uses animal crackers found in most grocery stores.
•    Comes fully scripted and audience tested.
•    Uses your own handwriting.
•    Allows customization to fit your act.
•    Contains—DVD and Gimmick

What is included: In this version you
will receive a 60-minute instructional
DVD, performance rights certificate,
script, template for the giraffe, special
gimmick for quick reset and a list of
everything you will need to purchase for
construction. Purchasing this effect gives you
the rights to use it during your normal live shows.

It DOES NOT grant you TV, Magic Castle or other magic related
convention rights unless you have written permission from Tim
Gabrielson of Cleverguys.

Lite Version... $155     s&h incl.
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Harry Anderson Favorites

Wise Guy
Monte

Harry’s creation is back...and
with a much better size cards!
FIRST TIME—Item now
comes with Harry’s original
routine.

A smaller version of Harry’s
Three Card Monarch. These
cards are a big, manageable 12
x 16-inches. Beautifully silk screened in 4-colors on heavy plastic.

This is Harry Anderson’s special interpretation of the age old card
game sometimes known as—Find The Lady, Chase The Ace or
Sidewalk Shuffle. The audience never knows where the different cards are
and the three King kicker at the end will blow them away!

$85     s&h incl.

Cuff  Links
Cuff Links is a signature effect from Harry Anderson.

Note: This is the “only” set that is custom-
made specifically by Harry, which will work
CONSISTENTLY and are signed by Harry.

First routine, “Buffalo Bill”, Harry invites a lady
on stage and hands her the Big Finish Envelope,

he borrows two $5.00 from two male spectators.
He places the bills together and tears them in half. Each spectator gets to keep one
half of their bill as a receipt.  The lady is then instructed to tear open the sealed
envelope. Inside this envelope, are two halves of two $5.00. Of course, the two
halves exactly match the ones held by the two spectators! All of which brings us
to “Cuff Links”.  In “Cuff Links”, Harry borrows the four $5.00 halves back from
the gentlemen. The lady is instructed to tear the four pieces in half. She does. Harry
takes the eight pieces and changes them into a real $10.00!  He then tears the
$10.00 in half and tries to give each spectator one half, but they won’t have it! So,
he puts the two $5.00 in a wallet and hands it to the lady to hold. She is not to let
go of the wallet no matter what!  Now, Harry snaps a set of handcuffs onto his own
wrists. Suddenly, his arms and the lady’s arms are linked together!  NOW, the real
fun begins!  They try and unlink. She puts her head through his arms. He slides all
the way to the floor. He puts one foot between his arms. Suddenly, his hands are
cuffed between his legs. He steps through with his other foot. Finally, they are
unlinked!  The lady is asked to open the wallet. Inside, she finds two $5.00! Comes
with special Cuff Links (directly from Harry) and The Locking Himber
Wallet and The Full Routine.

Complete Package...$110     s&h incl.

Cuff  Links Only...$55     s&h incl.
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Great Ice Breaker Effects
Looking For A House

Finally a follow up to the famous Grave
Mistake (also available at Stevens Magic), and
other similar optical comedy illusions.  These
are great effects because they serve as “ice-
breakers” and comedy magic too!  The other
benefit of these effects, “THEY EAT UP
TIME—IN AN ENTERTAINING WAY!”

You begin by showing a picture of large
mansion and telling a story
about house shopping with
your wife, after each fold the
house get smaller until all your
left with is a picture of an
OUTHOUSE!

This is an easy, cleaver Paper
Fold Effect!  It plays for a
LAUGH!  This is the first time
this effect has been done in
COLOR on NO TEAR
PAPER. Don’t miss this!

 $35     s&h incl.

Jim Kleefeld’s
Room For You

You know as magicians—we are constantly
being asked to perform—right?  When you
go to dinner (or perform table magic), you
want to take something that’s easy to carry—
but has a big impact.

You show your friend a house plan and ask
them to imagine visiting the house during a
Realtor’s Open  House.  They choose any
entrance and any number of rooms to walk
through.  Wherever they end up in the house,
you show them that you have predicated EXACTLY which room it would be!

Easy to do.  Baffling!  Multiple revelations.  Ready to perform.  Perfect for strolling
or table close-up.  Professionally constructed—very modern!

Comes complete with pocket house plan, postcard revelation, business cards and
envelopes included.  Comes with 9-page instructional booklet featuring professional
layout and images.

A Fun Effect To Do!     $23     s&h incl.
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Stage Effects For Anyone
Elephant

In The Room
The reviews are in!  Stevens Magic waited
to put this item up because we wanted to
make sure it measured up to the quality
items you expect from us.  But as of
yesterday, we got the thumbs up from
three individuals saying it really is a great
item.  The Elephant In The Room is a
unique and clever way to take on an
animated assistant.

A crate labeled “ZOO” contains an
elephant that will, after some difficulty and
a ton of laughs, find the spectator's chosen
card. The elephant's trunk rises and drops
as it searches for the correct card. In
frustration the elephant shoots all of the
cards out of his create.

Add the Elephant In The Room to your show and watch the laughs roll in.  All
electronic, remote controlled, card fountain.  Great looking trunk and the crate's
not bad either!  Take your audiences on a safari with this wonderful comedic
effect.

$575     s&h incl.

Note Pad
Surprise 2.0

Draw a face on a note pad...suddenly
the drawing comes to life—eyes and
mouth are animated.  You then tear
off actual drawing and hand to
spectator as a souvenir!  Can be
done over and over—resets
almost instantly.  No tricky moves
or switches, can be performed right
away.  Hundreds of routine
possibilities—use as impromptu
ventriloquist figure, lip sync a song,
card tricks, psychic effects with drawn
figure revealing prediction, etc.
Everything you need for 80
performances and you can easily
refill yourself for even more!

$70     s&h incl.
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Viking Magic Wonders
Sightless Vision Hood

Our original Sightless Vision Hood uses an
original design by Viking Manufacturing
Company. The hood can be placed on a
spectator without fear of detection; they can
NOT see through the material, but you can as
needed. The visibility is suitable for a Blindfold
Driving Test or other sightless vision effects.

This is a truly fine utility prop for the professional
performer. Added notes in the this design gives
the performer a full view, not just two small holes

to peer through. Quality made of black silky material with neck drawstrings. Large
and comfortable: 16 x 14-inches; complete with instructions.

NOTE:  If you have the need for a Sightless Vision Hood, do NOT be mislead
by the claims of others. We will put this hood up against any on the market today
and we know you will be more than satisfied with this unique version. Currently
being used by top professionals the world over.

Tremendous Possibilities...$47     s&h incl.

Voodoo Doll Prediction
The performer elects to have a person from the
audience play the part of a Voodoo priest.
“Someone in this audience is going to experience
unimaginable pain as a result of this gentleman's
action!”, states the performer.  A cloth Voodoo
doll is displayed, an effigy representing some
unknown person in the room. “Please take these
pins and at your discretion, insert them into the
doll, any where you like. You can use all five
pins or one or two, it is completely up to you.
Your choice will determine the amount of pain
and agony the victim will experience.”  Once the
spectator has completed his task, a scream is heard
and a person shakes violently as a result of the
Voodoo curse. A plaque which had been shown
earlier, encased in a black vinyl sleeve is revealed and to the surprise of all, the
exact locations chosen by the ‘Voodoo priest’ are marked on the figure silk-screened
on the plaque!

Instant reset; no stooges, no force of any kind, nothing is written down. The
spectator has complete control over how many pins he or she uses and complete
control over where he chooses to insert the pins. The outcome is always 100%
correct.  Comes complete with detailed instructions, hand-crafted Voodoo
Doll, pins, custom silk-screened plaque and vinyl sleeve.

Excellent Entertainment!   $48     s&h incl.
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U-235
The performer talks about early testing implements
used in the 50’s to test uranium and molecular
fusion, etc. The apparatus you see before you was
one of the first attempts at atomic restructuring.
Very few people have ever seen this demonstrated.
Watch closely as you won’t believe your eyes. Note
this solid piece of 1/4-inch plate glass and two
aluminum reactor cylinders. We will sandwich the
solid glass between the two cylinders and we will
use this solid steel ball to demonstrate the
properties discovered long ago. Watch and listen
as you hear the solid steel ball make contact with
the solid glass sheet then a second later the ball is seen and heard crashing down
through the glass onto the plate below. This is an exact replica of the original
Thayer unit. A treasure for any collector, yet you will be demonstrating this
unique effect moments after receiving it. Limited quantities have been made at this
time so don’t delay.

With permission of  Owen Magic Surpreme...         $99     s&h incl.

Viking Magic Originals
ESP ChipSational

The performer shows the audience
two sets of five ESP chips. These will
be used in a psychic experiment
involving one of the spectators. The
twist is, the spectator will actually be
able to “read the performer's mind”!
The performer places a chip inside
the two compartment box, face-
down, followed by the spectator
placing his impression of what he

“feels” matches the performer's chip in the remaining empty hole. The performer
always goes first. When all 10 chips have been placed in their respective holes
they are tipped out on the base and one by one are shown to match perfectly! The
spectator actually predicts the performers choices and is 100% correct!

Things to remember—There is no force of any kind. The spectator has 100%
control over the order of his selections.  The effect is performed exactly as detailed
above.  The outcome of each presentation is completely random.  Set-up/reset
takes but 30 seconds.  No sleights.  All props may be handled by the spectator.
The props are first rate.  The outcome can be different every time and although
the trick is not completely self-working it is very easy to do.

Comes complete with mahogany base with walnut lid and mahogany inlay, hand-
crafted box (4.25 x 2.25  x 1 9/16-inches); custom chips and complete instructions.

$99     s&h incl.

Available
Again!!!!!
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G. Sparks’ Ultimate Coins
Coin Trap Tion

A sell out at Stan Kramien's recent
Magic Jamboree!  Introducing a great visual
accessory to include in your coin magic arsenal!
This is an effect using modern and versatile
objects to accomplish an old age visual
penetration of “solid through solid!” How can
you cause a coin to impossibly and visibly
penetrate solid glass without any complicated
slight of hand techniques? The answer is to us
Coin Trap Tion!

At any time during your performance, a coin is
introduced and “pushed” through the side of a
clear glass tumbler. It is “heard” and then seen
to pass through the glass—just as you would
image it! That glass and the coin may be handed
out for inspection. Use this modern and

streamlined gimmick to enhance any coin routine currently in your program or use
it as a stand alone effect.  The unit comes with all the props as well as an additional
suggested routine from the creative mind of “G. Sparks.” Very well put together
with solid construction and takes a classic into the new century!

$125     s&h incl.

Coin Can Magic
“A Misers Dream comes to the
Modern World.” Display a Tomato
Soup Can, giving it a good shake to
show nothing inside. Reaching into
the air, you produce a coin and toss
it into the can. Clang, the coin lands
inside the can. Turn the can over and
the coin falls out. You smile and drop
the coin into a glass. Clang and Clang
again as you produce more coins and
toss them into the can. Two more
coins are dropped from Coin Can
Magic. Then for a FINALE, you drop
out the last coin and use it to tap on
the side of the can.  Clink, this
Coin Penetrates The Can!

Comes with the, Coin Can Magic (a Real Tomato Soup Can) and the gimmick to
appear the first coin. Use your own coins, USA Half Dollar size and any
glass.  Contemporary idea's from G. Sparks.

$40     s&h incl.
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Wong & Voitko—Coins
Eisenhower Dream Coin

How can you go wrong with Johnny Wong and
Viktor Voitko!  This great new coin set from Johnny
Wong is perfectly named as it's truly a dream coming
true!

There are so many tricks possible with this coin set,
and we are sure you will “dream” up even more.
Even better it features routines by Viktor Voitko

making it the "must" have version of this effect.  It
has a lot of functions and with it you will be able to

create astonishing effects by applying simple principles.

All in all you can create countless effects by using it—Basic moves,
Switches, Coin Through Hand, 3 In 1, Splash Coin, Coins Flight,
Coin Across, Appearance & Disappearance Of 3 Coins, Coin Thru
Bill, The Miser’s Dream (production & vanishing) and 5 killer effects
from Johnny Wong.

$140     s&h incl.

Super Chameleon
Power

Super Chameleon Power is the
latest product from Johnny Wong
2012. It is a multifunctional coin
gimmick which you can use on many
different occasions.

This gimmick set comes with a
card, a specially crafted US half
dollar and a regular old Chinese
coin.

Everyone can operate this coin gimmick
with ease to perform excellent magic
tricks near to perfection.

The DVD comes with a variety of demos that will guide you through the following
routines:  Coin Thru The Bottom Of Glass Cup, 3 Coins Disappear & Reappear,
Unique 3 Coins Fly Into Glass Cup, 3 Coins With A Card Illusion Routine, Amazing
Coin Finding Cards, Coin Quick Penetration Glass Cup Illusion, Coin Penetration:
From Back Of Glass Table Into Glass Cup and Unique Quick Change.

Every Routine is also made more powerful and easier through the
use of these precisely made US half dollar Coins & Chinese Coins.

$95     s&h incl.
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Special Offer From Voitko!
Close-Up

Case
For CATALOG SUBSCRIBERS
ONLY—Viktor Voitko is providing
this unique item at an incredible
price —as a THANK YOU for
supporting him and his products
over the years. He wanted to make
his feature story a little different—
and this is a great way to do just
that! Thanks Viktor for offering this
unique Close-Up Table at an
incredible price.

PLEASE NOTE—These is a limited number of 25 units set aside for this
special promotion.

This Close-Up Case is ideal to use in restaurants, walk-around and for any “table
to table” close-up performance. In addition it’s the perfect place to transport many
of the close-up props you will use.

Benefits:
•  Lightweight   •  Slim Design   •  Professional Look   •  Black Velvet Top

This item is immediately ready for any of your card and coin magic and also can be
used for cups and balls and chop cup, dice, etc.

In fact, it’s ideal for many effects such as Card Monte 2000 by Henry Evans,
and Coin Matrix by Eric James.

Act quickly as there is no question these are going to go FAST!  Just the
international shipping cost for this item alone would cost $55.00!

 Incredible!  Amazing Price!   $55     s&h incl.
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Exclusive!

Voitko’s Got A Winner!
Appearing

Folding Table
Another fanstastic prop designed and
used from a top professional—Viktor
Voitko. It doesn't take too long before a
new performer learns the valuable of
packing light. When first all their money
goes directly into effects, soon after they
realize the tremendous value in finding the
best supplies and a new appreciation for
gaining tools that reduce the fatigue and
stress of setting up is not only born, but
yearned for.  After all, doing this allows
one to concentrate their energy on the
thing that matters most—the
performance.

This portable table not only make it easier
for you during set up and breakdown, it
has a streamline professional look that will
compliment your act.

Magician enters the stage with The Aluminum Case in his hand. When he is
ready to perform, he simply changes The Aluminum Case to a stage table—all
in about two seconds. He opens the lid of the table and removes a variety of
props.

All this is accomplished very comfortable with no stress on the performer and an
entire act could easily be packed inside
the table. There is “packs small play
big” and now there is “travel light—
perform a complete show” with this
fascinating piece.

Ideal to use in:
•  restaurants,
•  walk-around
•  table to table
•  close-up
•  as well as on stage performances.

The unit is exceptionally lightweight, slim but also exponentially sturdy considering
and even better it has a professional look. Legs are made of polished aluminum.
This case has nice black velvet top. Ready for your card and coin magic, cups and
balls, chop cup etc.

 $230     s&h incl.
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Exclusively From Voitko
Magic Canvas

Stevens Magic in our ongoing efforts to
work with Viktor Voitko, jumped at
the opportunity to get this exclusive
effect.  This latest version provides
updated additional features via extra
gimmicks.  This  makes the illusion even
more amazing thanks to the
implementation of black art lighting.
The Magic Canvas is a highly
acclaimed effect for good reason because
it incorporates several ingredients
including but not limited to—Theatrical,
Artistical, Musical and Magical.  The
illusion comes complete with everything
you  need to perform the effect right
away.

It goes like this...A painted frame is
located on an easel.  It’s taken away
(showing the empty easel) and replaced
by a blank frame.  Using chalk, the

magician skillfully draws the outline of a beautiful girl.  The cloth is whisked at the
drawing and in less than a second the picture disappears and out comes your
beautiful assistant.

Easily learned and rehearsed in less than a day’s work.  Drawing is easy with
special features.  Can be performed on small and large stages.  Light weight (about
25 pounds) without the crate.  Easily assembled.  Beautiful finish, brushed aluminum.
DVD instructional included.  To set up the props you need 10 minutes.  The size:
one tube 8 x 55-inches and one box 25.5 x 25.5 x 5-inches.  The total height of
the easel once assembled is 70.8-inches.  The actual size of the framed canvas is
43 x 31.5-inches.  Desirable angles 110 to 120 degrees.  The assistant has to be
no more than 67-inches tall and no more than 132 pounds.  You can use a black
background, but it is not necessary.  Reset time between performances,
approximately 15 minutes (mostly due to the washing of the chalk from the board).

For a small investment, you can get one of the best and audience-tested illusions
on the market today.

“Art is magic and magic is art—never before has this been more
evident than with this esthetically appealing illusion.  There is no
finer way to produce your assistant.”  --Mark Stevens

“Thank you for this great illusion you created.  We use it 6 times a
week in our show and our audiences loves it.” --Rick Wilcox (USA)

$2,200     +s&h
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Voitko Presents...
Double Bar Stool Levitation

Kudos to Viktor Voitko to allow us to offer this
product exclusively to our customers (as well as
himself, of course). My guess is most of you reading
this are already well familiar with the illusion that
was a signature to our good friend Christian
Fechner. Who created and performed the first Bar
Stool Levitation.  What makes this different is the
“double” levitation feature and some options—a lot
of them... Viktor Voitko is truly a consummate
performer and a favorite of many of the staff here at
Stevens Magic Emporium. Simply stated this unit
gives you more! Previous models didn't offer the
varieties that Viktor has incorporated.

Options—Here you go:
•  You can levitate a magician or even an assistant.
•  In some cases even a spectator!
•  You can levitate the balloon only.
•  Or perform the levitation of the magician and

 balloon—at the same time.
•  You can choose to perform the levitation “with

 our without” the chair back.

Features:
•  The Double Levitation Bar Stool has a remote

 control.
•  A rechargeable 12V battery.
•  Unit features “on/off” buttons.
•  No threads are used for the levitations of the

 balloon.
•  The Double Bar Stool Levitation has two

 small wheels and small legs, allowing you to
 move the chair just by leaning it back.

If you perform the Bar Stool
Levitation with the chair back, then you can do it with the
all-round visibility—even in the circus!  If you perform it
without the back and with the levitation of the balloon, the
viewing angles is about 120°.  If you perform it without the
back and without the balloon, the viewing angle is about
150°.

Unit comes professionally packaged in a shipping
case for security—For a limited time, the SHIPPING
CASE is FREE!

$4,700     +shipping & handling
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Voitko Presents...
Appearing

Balloon
From Mouth

One of the greatest effects we have ever seen
from Viktor Voitko... when the magician takes
a fully blown animal balloon and slowly, little by
little swallows it completely!

Imagine the magician, after completing
swallowing a balloon reaches into his mouth and
just as slowly—starts to pull out an inflated
balloon!  If you don’t perform the swallowing
balloon—no problem—be different by reversing
the sequence and producing a blown up balloon
from your mouth (it’s a lot easier to learn too!)
Either way you do it—it will get a big reaction.

Ask yourself... Do you want to build
a reputation?  Do you want to
permanently brand yourself?  Do
you want to make an
unforgettable impression?  If so—
this is how you do it (and you would
happily spend 20 times the amount to
achieve do so).  If you purchase this
item—it’s a small price to pay for the
results and awareness you will command
when you perform this illusion.

Even better:
•  The unit is compact and lightweight.
•  Almost inaudible and produces only a very low

sound.
•  Works on five AA batteries—universally available.
•  One charge gives you enough for up to 30-35

uses.

You can perform this anywhere—on a stage, on a
platform, in parlor or cabaret settings, at a bar, at a
restaurant, a club, a game, a tradeshow, etc.

$270     s&h incl.

Please Check Our Website ForPlease Check Our Website ForPlease Check Our Website ForPlease Check Our Website ForPlease Check Our Website For
More Wonderful Items FromMore Wonderful Items FromMore Wonderful Items FromMore Wonderful Items FromMore Wonderful Items From

Viktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor Voitko
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A Long Time Coming...A Long Time Coming...A Long Time Coming...A Long Time Coming...A Long Time Coming...
Viktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor VoitkoViktor Voitko

By Mark Stevens
NOTE: Check Out our website for the Complete Viktor Voitko Story!

Personally speaking, my favorite stage magicians are those that have been successful
incorporating magic in conjunction with other arts such that the end result is an
evocation of emotion. Viktor Voitko—is a master at doing just that.

Viktor was born in Lviv, Ukraine, on September 3, 1968, to mother, Larisa
Ivanova Voitko and father, Iosif Ivanovich Voitko. Not long after that date,
Viktor had his first professional performance at the age of six. He continued to
perform during his formative years and after high school enrolled and graduated
from the Kiev State School of Variety Arts & Circus Acts in 1987. As a
youth Viktor went on to work in many capacities in the circus but it was his love of
magic that enabled him to find “his” place.

From there Viktor has created nothing short of ingenious effects and props,
including: The Flying Rings, Snow Storm Fan, Magic Canvas, Slider,
Dancing Rose, Pocket Topit and the most compact and most universal levitation
in the world - his version of the “Levitation of the Lady.”  These are just a few...

There is no question it was the circus which enabled Viktor the opportunity to
“fine tune” his magic act.  Just as young pilots are all about getting more hours in
the air (and Viktor has enough of those too as you will read), the circus provided
Viktor the opportunity to get the all important experience of performing.  It wasn’t
long before Viktor’s hard work started to pay off, both with impressive awards at
competitions as well as appearances on variety shows and television (some of
which are listed on the next page).
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Awards:
Grand Prix Poland Lodz 24.09.89

Grand Prix “Stribny prsten” 90 Praga
First price Sofia 21.03.89. “Mister Senko”
Silver prize “Magic Hands” 1993, 1994
Second place winner FISM Japan 1994

Varieties:
Germany “Wintergarten” 1996,

”Friedrichsbau” 1997, 2000-2001
Zurich 1995 Europa Zauber-theater

France 2001 “Royal Palace”
Germany 2001 - 2002 “Krystallpalast”

2002 Pegasus Germany
2005 “Salto Nataly” Switzerland

2006 “Apollo variete” Dusseldorf, Germany
2007 “Krystallpalast variete” Leipzig, Germany

TV-Show: “Mandrake d’or 95, Mandrake 99
Monte Carlo 1995 Festival

Germany ZDF 1996 “Science & technologie”
Spain “Magic Andreu” tv 3

France tv 5 1999,
Toute la Magie 2001 2002

France TV 5 2006

Talk about a performer that has logged a lot of miles—Viktor has traveled the
world performing in many places, some of which are the USA, Japan, Portugal,
Spain, Germany, France, UK, Italy, Denmark, Columbia, Poland, China, Finland,
Lebanon, Korea, Holland, Russia, Switzerland, Austria, Hong Kong, Shanghai,
Bulgaria, Turkey, Latvia, Lithuania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Latvia, Kuwait,
Sweden, Thailand, Korea and much more. Can you say Frequent Flyer Miles?
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Viktor Voitko’s Favorites:
Favorite Magic Book:  Jochen
Zmeck’s The Magic Handbook

Magic video: Lennart Green

Magicians:  David Copperfield and
Tommy Wonder

Magic Creator:  Kevin James and
Peter Marvey

Magic Effect: Levitation Of Lady

Close-Up Effect:  Coin Thru Bill

Card Manipulation:  Takamitsu
Uchida and Mahka Tendo

Dove Manipulation: Fred Kaps

Ball Manipulation:  Ron MacMillan

Stage Magician:  David Copperfield

Close-Up Magician: Lennart Green

Five Things You Didn’t Know about Viktor Voitko:
1. He finished music school with a degree in guitar.

2. He finished school being a gold medalist.

3. He HATES picking up cards!

4. He has a big collection of different CATS.

5. He was six when he first performed professional on stage and got paid!

Perhaps the best way to highlight Viktor is to see what other highly
respected entertainers say about him...

“I have worked with Viktor in many different countries for the last 20 years.
He is always a delight to work and constantly surprises me with something
new. I am his biggest fan. I especially love his levitation where the furniture
melts. It is like seeing a Dali painting live!” --Kevin James

“Viktor Voitko was the first magician I watched live as a kid. His amazing
performance with the flying rings motivated me to start to do magic and
influenced my acts on stage a lot. Years later a kids dream came true when I
was allowed to meet and share stage with him. I also got my rings from him.
Thank you, Viktor!” --Your fan, Timo Marc
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“Ukraine has a rich and proud
history of producing exceptional
variety artists, and Viktor Voitko
exemplifies that tradition. With his
formidable talent, flair for the
theatrical and genuine commitment
to the art, Viktor is one of those
rare, refreshingly creative
individuals who help keep magic
vibrant. And having worked with
Viktor night after night, and town
after town, I can happily attest to
the fact that not only is he a great
magician, he’s also a good guy, fine
friend and snappy dresser.

Nowadays, there’s no shortage of self-proclaiming, resume-padding, ‘master’
magicians hyping themselves away in cyberspace. It’s ironic that these guys get
a name for themselves, telling everyone else what to do without ever having
done it themselves. They act like they’ve done it. They parade around like
they’ve done it. They pontificate like they’ve done it. But to be honest, their
expertise is as hollow as their experience. Viktor, on the other hand, is the real
deal. Not only has he really been there, and really done that, he’s still there,
and still doing it. And fortunate for us, there’s no doubt that he’s going to be
doing it for a long, long time. He better, because I’ve still got more of his big
brain to pick.”  --Charlie Frye

“Vikto Voitko is one of the most creative magicians in the world of magic! His
floating linking rings are a master piece. He is both a master performer ‘and’
innovator of revolutionary products.”  --Juan Mayoral

“The first time I saw Viktor work was at the Desert Magic Seminar when he
competed in the stage contest with his floating linking ring routine. I will never
forget the overwhelming sense of wonder that overtook me watching him; he
is on my short list of magicians that can really create something that feels like
real magic when they perform.” --Danny Cole

“I met Viktor in 1993, at ‘The Magic Hands’ convention in Germany, I
immediately booked him for the International Young Magician’s Festival in
Yokohama, Japan for August 93 for ‘Best Perfomer.’  At that time, he was
doing a very romantic and splendid act, ‘Dancing Rose Stem,’ which everyone
loved.  I later booked him for the 2000 Happy Valley International Magic
Festival Shenzhen, China.  At that festival he performed his amazing ‘Floating
Linking Rings’ and ‘Floating Lady.’  Both effects you probably know, catapulted
him worldwide as a leading magical artist.  In addition to being an excellent
study—Viktor Voitko is my good friend.” --Ton Onosaka
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Exclusive Voitko Miracles

Dancing Glowing Rose
The Floating Rose is a custom,
handmade trick that comes with
instructional DVD and invisible thread,
as well as a special black velvet bag for
rose and gimmicks. Produce this rose
from the cane and it will appear
illuminated with small lights on the top
and on the leaves, then perform the
Dancing Rose Effect. During the act,
the leaves and top of the rose are glowing
all the time. This UPDATED version
features:   A completely new connection
of the two-part rose; a new balancing
system for the rose; plus new construction
and improved materials for the rosebud,
leaves and stalk. On the included DVD,
Viktor personally explains how to prepare
the rose, how to produce the rose from
a cane, how to take the invisible thread,
how to find the best way to balance the
rose. He performs and explains multiple
interesting moves with his Dancing Rose.

$400     s&h incl.

Snow Storming Fan
The performer produces a jumbo
fan (23-inches wide or 58cm) and
begins the classic snowstorm effect
(which is self-contained). As the
snowstorm ends, the large fan
suddenly vanishes! The performer
makes no awkward moves, is facing
the audience at all times and is left
with empty hands. Easy enough to
perform in the middle of your act—
but makes an exceptionally strong
finale. Handmade super duty fan
specially gimmicked for snow

storming comes with confetti for fan and final confetti shot; special gimmick for
cover, vanishing and final confetti shot and the instructional DVD. Available in
SILVER, GOLD or GOLD/RED.  NOTE: Blank Cartridge (22 Caliber/6mm
diameter) NOT INCLUDED and must be purchased at a sporting goods supplier.

$1,025     s&h incl.
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Exclusively From Voitko
Shining Hoop

Viktor Voitko has produced what could
very well be the last word on professional
hoops.  The Shining Hoop is a utility
device worth its weight in gold for
defining the impossible, when
performing a levitation or suspension.
The Shining Hoop turns your levitation
into real magic.

Its constructed from polished, aluminum
tubing—so its got the look of “heavy
duty” with the lightweight, easy-to-
handle benefits of aluminum.  The
Shining Hoop has a 31.5-inch
diameter.  Hold the hoop in on hand
and pass it straight over the floating lady,
starting at her head, along her body and

all the way through the tips of her feet.  The Shining Hoop proves to the audience
there is nothing supporting her or holding her up, pacifying even the most diehard
doubters.  Even better after you have performed this feat, you can throw the
Shining Hoop into the air toward your assistant! The Shining Hoop comes
with a protective bag for transport.  Knowledgeable magicians are already saying
to themselves, “Yes, but what about the shipping?”  We have a good answer,
the price includes standard airmail shipping!

$796     s&h incl.

Super Deluxe
Combo Rings

The finest collection of Voitko’s rings
represented here includes—Version 2 Rings,
(as well as an extra set of Flying Rings V.1),
two special bags and cases for “both” sets of
rings, two instructional DVD’s and more!. You
save up to $250 when you purchase this
special set.

These new rings have been improved from
previous models by high-tech polishing
followed by an application of new age acrylic
lacquer which gives them a better look and feel.

Also available are the standard deluxe
rings for $540—check website for more
details.

$715     s&h incl.
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Stevens Publishing
Looking For Our Next Project!

Stevens Publishing is looking for our next book project and it may come from
YOU! The is a great opportunity if you have a book idea that you feel is worth
printing or distributing.

We can handle all technical needs, are easy to work with, have professional printers
have prestigious distribution and great formula for a “win-win” outcome. We can
control the quality of the books and are experts at shipping worldwide!

We have—as many of you know—enjoyed great success with books we have
published and/or distributed including these recent winners!

A Lifetime of Magic - Charles Gauci
Unspeakable Acts - Palmer/Andruzzi (Jim Magus, Terry Nosek & Neil Tobin)

Real Secrets of the Chinese Linking Rings (Biro)
Neal Scryer and Friends (Richard Webster)

We are primarily looking for newly released material, and or
materials that has NOT already been distributed in the past or
via e-books.

Look for more on the way—we are working on a new one
right now! Stevens Magic is name you can trust—and an
company you can partner with! Contact Mark Stevens for
more details.
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Slider
Viktor provides us with this new
system for appearances and
disappearances, which also empowers
you to actually engage in “visible flight”
and levitation of a variety of different
objects—cards, coins, bills, etc.

But more important than any
ad copy could provide—you
MUST view the video
demonstration so you can
realize that the spectators
VISUALLY see the objects flying
from one point to the other! You
won’t believe your eyes!

This item is practical and can be performed for stage, parlor, close-up, restaurant
magic, strolling, table-hopping—wherever you want!  Each Slider set comes with
educational and instructional DVD, the Slider System, three jumbo coins for the
routines featured on the DVD and routines for normal coins as well.

$72.50     s&h incl.

Pocket Topit
This gimmick by Viktor Voitko
will make a topit out of the pockets
in your jacket and shirt in just a
few seconds. You easily and rapidly
discard any small objects into the
pockets of your jacket and shirt. Is
this a great idea or what? Take your
magic to new heights with this
fabulous utility prop from the fertile
mind of Voitko. Your pockets will
always be ready to make any
number of small objects disappear
with the Pocket Topit system!

Voitko has a brand new method of
keeping the pockets open in order
to make vanishes and ditches easier
and more accommodating for the working magician.

$42.50
     
s&h incl.

Viktor Voitko Exclusives
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Mark Strivings’ Mentalism

Symbol Minded
Read another person’s mind
anywhere, anytime and leave
written proof of your power!

Picture this... show a small
stack of cards each bearing a
picture of an object, shape,
geometrical design, etc.  Photo
cards are mixed and spectator
selects one.  You remove one
of YOUR business cards and
write something on the back of your card.  Spectator reveals what they are thinking
and turns over YOUR business card and finds it is the exact object they had selected
and was concentrating on!  Of course, they keep YOUR business card!

You get 32 individual design cards, which you use over and over along with 40
“Revelation Cards” similar to what is pictured in this ad that are blank on the
opposite side ready for your rubber stamp and a 10 up “master copy” of the
Revelation Cards, ready to take to your printer and put on the back of your next
batch of business cards.

“Mark is one of the Magi’s and is a worker in the field of Mentalism,
a real talent!”  --Joe Stevens

$32.50     s&h incl.

Both effects below are “A Go Anywhere, Do
Anytime Mental Miracles!”

Open & Shut
A playing card at a randomly selected
number is freely predicted. A total
impossibility!  Squeaky clean.  Number is a
free choice.  Prediction is written before the
number is named.  Deck can be shown both
before and after the revelation.

Cards are shown to be freely mixed.  Spectator
names any  number between 1 and 53.  Cards are
fairly counted to the selected number face down.
Card is turned over and MATCHES the prediction.

Easy to do.  Ready to perform.  In short, it’s a
miracle!  Complete and ready to go!

$27.50     s&h incl.
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Classics Card Effects

Missing
Seeing Is Disbelieving!

The stage is set with the asking of a
question: “Have you ever seen
magicians make cards appear and
disappear?  Well, I’ve been practicing that
myself, and I’ve gotten so good in fact,
that I’ve only got one left.”  Suiting actions
to words, a card wallet is opened to reveal
one solitary card.

The card is openly removed from the wallet
and can be casually tossed on the table, or held up on display.  Placing it between
a spectator’s palms, you now attempt to make the card vanish under impossible
conditions.  With no switch and no funny moves—other than the ones you’d like
to make—you announce with confidence that you’ve succeeded...sort of.  When
the spectator opens his or her hands they’ll find that you can honestly claim: “The
seven has now vanished... as have all the clubs!”

As a result of your magical efforts, the spectator will be left holding the strangest
card ever seen—a card completely devoid of its pips and numbers, which have
now inexplicably gone MISSING.  Markings that they would have sworn were
there but a moment ago.

You’re supplied with two cards with different identities, which have been designed
with the utmost precision.  Comes complete with two gimmicked cards, card wallet
and instruction sheet.

Excellent Close-Up & Easy To Carry!    $25     s&h incl.

Phil Goldstein’s
B’Wave

Jumbo or Close-Up
One of the great creations in magic
continues to be sold and performed!
Hold up four jumbo blue-backed cards
(said to be Queens).  A spectator selects
one of the cards.  The named card is
shown to be the only one with a red back.
The other three cards are blank!  The
“jumbo” (8.5 x 5.5-inch) cards can be
seen in a large venue.  Complete with
four specially constructed cards and
illustrated instructions.  Can be learned

in seconds.  No sleight-of-hand required.  Self-working.  Also available in poker
size cards for close-up.

  Jumbo...$25     s&h incl.          Close-Up...$12.50     s&h incl.
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Bob Solari Presents...
Double Barrel

A Five Star Miraculous Effect!
Here’s how it goes... two (regular decks are shown—
black and red).  A card is FREELY selected by a spectator.
(No force!)  The value of this card is only known by the
spectator.  Not only does the performer correctly name
the card, but also tells the spectator the numerical
location in the second deck that the spectator is holding
in his hand.  No sleights.  No fishing.  No memory
work.  No marked cards.  Nothing to add.  Instant reset.
Handmade gimmick does all the work and what a
gimmick! Even IF you don’t like card tricks—you’ll enjoy
this one!  Use your own cards!

 $27.50     s&h incl.

Solari’s Wallet
The magician places a black, leather wallet on the table—
in full view.  He opens the wallet to show a single, FACE
DOWN prediction card.  The wallet is closed.  The
magician hands a spectator a deck of cards and he is
instructed to thoroughly mix the cards and cut the deck.
The magician marks the cut with the wallet on top of the
cut.  The spectator turns over the top card and then they
remove the single prediction card from the wallet...THEY
MATCH!  Easy to do!  You’ll carry this with you—it fits
easily in a shirt pocket.    No forces...No sleights...No
angle problems.  The wallet contains only the prediction
card. A great wallet effect for under $15.00!

$12.50
     
s&h incl.

Miser’s Miracle
Performer holds a “stainless steel cup”
in one hand and reaches into the air with
the other hand and plucks a half dollar
out of thin air!  (You know the routine.)
The half dollar is dropped into the cup
and produces an audible “clink!”  This
action is repeated many times until the
performer makes another upward
motion with the cup only “this time.” A
single JUMBO half dollar coin jumps out
of the cup into the air and the previously
produced half dollars have now changed

into the JUMBO half.  Easy to pack. Nothing to break.  Always ready to perform.
No setup needed.  Perfect for any type of show, especially birthday parties!

$30 s&h incl.
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Max Krause’s Money Tricks
Unfathomabill

The magician reveals he found a $1.00 on the
street, but it was torn in half.  As he started to
tape the bill together he realized the two halves
were from different bills with completely
different serial numbers.  The magician then
folds the two half bills together and tosses them
on the table.  He proceeds to show them a
new effect ignoring the folded up pieced and

unfolds them to discover they are now one solid bill comprised of  the two halves!
A completely impossible feat. NOTE:  a previous knowledge of bill switching
is required!  Available in U.S. currency only.

$42.50 s&h incl.

Bill Lie Detector
The magician asks the spectators to
participate in an experiment explaining
that he has been working on his skills as
a human lie detector.  He asks for change
of a $5.00 or pulls out a hand full of bills
and hands them to a spectator to select
one.  The spectator chooses a bill and
the magician returns the remainder of
the bills to his pocket or wallet.  The magician then explains that he is going to ask
the spectator a series of questions and based on the spectators reactions will let
them know if they are lying or telling the truth.  He explains that they are going to
tell him the serial number one character at a time.  The spectator announces each
character and true to his word the magician is able to discern the difference between
fact and fiction exposing every lie the spectator tells.  Comes with 4-page manuscript
and includes the necessary gimmicks.  Available in U.S. currency only.

$25 s&h incl.

Unholey Deluxe Kit
Comes with several routines allowing you to tailor
your performances to any age! Effect allows you
to leave your audience with a souvenir they will tell
all their family and friends about.  Unholey! Makes
them remember YOU!  System allows you to create
custom-templates and includes detailed instructions
on how to give your audience an Unholey
experience!  Works with any currency and
many other mediums MAC or PC compatible.

Comes with everything you need to do this trick, right out of the package.
$47.50 s&h incl.
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More Krause Money Tricks

B.T.I.L.*
Also known as *Bill To
Impossible Location.  And this really
fit’s the “bill” (no pun intended).  Here
is a jawdropper, and a close-up miracle
that will baffle the minds of your
audience and allow you to focus on the
presentation.

The magician borrows a bill from a
spectator and the serial number is noted
for future reference.  The bill then
mysteriously vanishes only to be

found in—another spectator’s wallet, a cash register, a sealed envelope
across the room, a sealed box, can or anywhere else you can imagine.
This is a guaranteed show stopper.  Comes complete with everything necessary to
perform.  This is a totally unique version of a classic effect without using any of the
old methods.

This item is only available in U.S. currency.  Bill To Impossible Location
is crafted by Max Krause.

Another Winner...$62.50 s&h incl.

Ultimate MisMade Bill
Without question a must have item!
Don’t hesitate—trust us—it’s worth
every penny!

The magician takes a bill out of his wallet
and the serial number may be noted for
future reference.  The bill is folded up
and the magician announces it is going
to turn into a $100.00!  When the bill is
opened it is found to be completely
mismade into four pieces and the
performer announces that it is four quarters instead.  The perplexed performer
hands the bill out for examination and the audience can see the bill is the same one
verifying the serial number, if previous noted.  The magician then takes back the
bill and folds it once again and upon opening it finds it is now back to it’s original
state and once again may be handed out for examination!  The perfect illusion and
completely examinable before and after!  This is only one presentation for this
wonderful effect!

BONUS:  Comes complete with Magick Balay’s DVD “Four Quarters” produced
by The New York Magic Project.  The included mismade gimmick has been modified
along with a matching gimmick.

$75 s&h incl.
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Even More Krause Money
Supreme

Serial Killer
One of the most coveted and mind-
blowing bill effect in magic—and for
good reason!

The magician buys seven $1.00s from
seven spectators for $2 each.  He then
has two of the seven bills selected by two
different spectators.  He asks both
spectators to concentrate on their
individual bills’ serial numbers.  With
eerie precision the magician

proceeds to reveal both serial numbers to the complete and utter disbelief
of his audience!  Take note, this method is like no other.  You can do this effect
at a trade show with a different outcome every time you perform it!  Comes complete
with everything necessary to perform as well as an instructional DVD.  Available
in U.S. currency only.  Larry Becker’s Serial Killer was one of the most sought
after effect of it’s kind.  With Larry Becker’s permission Max has taken this
effect to an entirely new level making it a practical and unbelievable reality!

Believe it!!     $375 s&h incl.

Impromptu
Supreme Serial

Killer
You are hanging out at a bar,
restaurant, nightclub, grocery store
or any other establishment where
they have money.  You ask the staff/
store clerk for change for a $5.00.
You take the ones and place them
in your wallet.  Then, as an
afterthought, you pull them out and
explain that you want to try an experiment and have one of the $1.00s chosen
and hidden away from view and the others are placed back into your wallet.  You
then ask the spectator to concentrate on the serial number and immediately begin
revealing it!

This is a very straight forward money mentalism at its best!  This is only one of
several different presentations you can do with Impromptu Supreme Serial
Killer.  Comes complete with everything necessary to perform this amazing illusion
and has the added feature of being able to be used for B.T.I.L as well!  Available
in U.S. currency only.

Excellent Money Magic!   $225 s&h incl.
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Max Krause Classics
One Two Punch

Max stopped by to see us and showed
us his newest creation and it's a
killer.... As you probably already know Max
has some tremdous bill effects that are truly
mind bending...  Which also happens to be
the license of plate on the back of his SUV.
An impossible experience using real US
currency at a phenomenal price!

The magician removes a couple of $1.00
from his wallet or money clip and has the
serial numbers written down for both of
them on a sheet of paper or dry erase board.
He then proceeds to fold up the two bills
and upon opening them it is found that the
two bills have morphed into a $2.00 bill!

The magician explains that this $2.00 bill really is a combination of both bills and
proves it when it is found that the serial number on the $2.00 bill is the total of the
two $1.00s serial numbers added up! A real knockout and impossible finish!

One Two Punch comes with all the bills necessary to perform this amazing effect
and also requires basic sleight-of-hand knowledge.

Impossible—True!    $45     s&h incl.

O.W.F.F.
A Deceptive Twist On An

Old Classic!
Presenting a new way to use an
old standby.  With Max’s new
handling you can use this deck in
complete confidence.  Max’s
presentation will defy detection and
will slip past even the shrewdest
audience member.

Apply this to your favorite card to
impossible location.  How about as a
perfect addition to the many already
marketed effects you have lying around that
you wish you had the perfect lead in to?

You will learn this technique in minutes and be able
to apply it in almost unlimited ways.  Comes complete with special Bicycle poker-
sized deck and 12 additional cards for other applications listed within the included
4-page manuscript.

$20     s&h incl.
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Glisk
This device has had many names through the
years... Some refer to it as a “Shiner” or “Glim.”
Bill prefers the old Scottish word—GLISK
(meaning a glimmer). The GLISK is a small
reflector used to secretly read the faces of cards/
tickets as they are being dealt to your spectators
or to gain a peek at the bottom card of a deck.
The device may also be used to peek handwritten
information on a card.

What makes this even more unique is the fact
that the “shiner” is on the alternative side of a
American Nickel—(heads or tails depending on model
you get) allowing you to easily get it into play
without any suspiciousness. When you see this
item, when it arrives in the mail, you will immediately
be impressed.

Each unit is numbered and certified with
signature on the instructions from the craftsman
Bill Montana.

  $22.50     s&h incl.

Bill Montana Favorites
Mystery Of  The

Saunpan
Thanks to Ben Bader and Bill
Montana for this special item.  Made of
solid Cherry wood and with brass and
glass beads.  The construction is now butt
jointed and it is also brass pinned.  This
style of construction has not been seen in
magic props for many years.

The size is 3 x 5 x 1/2-inch (outer
dimensions) and fits nicely into a jacket pocket and includes, manila coin envelopes,
3 x 5-inch blank index cards.  The cards are blank so the prediction can be in your
own handwriting.

Here is the Basic Effect...An envelope is laid upon the table and a person is
asked to name a number from 1–16, the Mystery Of The Saunpan is removed
from your jacket pocket and that bead is counted to.  This selects the color.  When
the envelope is opened a match is found.

The really nice thing with this model is the device flipping is done as it comes from
the pocket, so there is no fumbling around—it is clean and direct.

Oh, What Fun To Perform!!       $45     s&h incl.
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Walter Davis Exclusives

Monkey Wallet
The Monkey Wallet is a
black, 100% leather skin, front
pocket business card holder.
This wallet is a safe, secure and
stable pocket writing board and
peek wallet.  No more fumbling
while you write.  It still functions
as a normal business card wallet, so
you can take it out in front of your
audience without fear of drawing attention.
The business card compartment is designed so
you can keep your cards in place while performing a
full peek.  Thanks to Walter Davis for giving us this exclusive item.

“Your Monkey Wallet is really cool!”  --Bob Cassidy
  $45     s&h incl.

The Snake Charmer
Make a nail writer like no other! With the
same amount of ink of a regular pen!
Peace of mind with knowing how much
ink is left. Never be caught with a swami
writer that doesn't work.

This is the hardcopy booklet that is
delivered to you which contains the
construction guide in photographic detail
as to how to construct an ink swami AND

replacement ink wells.

All this with no special tools
or hard to find parts.  Comes
"WITH" a thumb tip—But
You MUST tell us what
SIZE to send! Regular or
XL!

“Your Snake Charmer idea is a big step forward in the design for fingertip
ink writers. Easy to make, easy to find the parts—very clever thinking!”
   --Thomas Baxter: Author of The Nailwriter Anthology

“It really is the perfected ink writer. Walter has solved the problems associated
with ink writers, and has put together an easy to follow construction guide.”
   --Paul Carnazzo

  $16.50     s&h incl.
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More Walter Davis Exclusives
Face Reading

Pitch Book
If you haven't already heard the name Walter
Davis, I'm confident that you will... His work
is exceptionally well thought-out and thorough.
He has tremendous intuitive insight coupled
with a gift of taking complex subjects and not
only understanding them but breaking them
down into easily digestible and easily
explainable principles. Walter really is
exceptionally gifted concept artist. His work
in the financial market has allowed him to have
a unique perspective in applying marketing
techniques for performers—in a unique
manner that is featured in this product.

•   Want a new, highly profitable, and unique
        product to sell after your show?

•   Want to be seen as a published expert?

•   Want to make more money without the
        headaches?

Then the Face Reading Pitch Book is for you!

The customizable product is shipped to you in a
DVD Case an features a PDF that is ready to take
to your local printer, with a selection of four different
titles and your name printed on the cover of the
book. Having published a face reading book positions you not only as an author
BUT as a Face Reading Expert.

•    Control your own inventory with the customizable PDF file which allows you to
        print as many copies as you need.

•    Give this high impact 26 paged book to high valued prospects and they will
        want to book you for a lecture.

•    Decide how much money you want to make with this powerful sales tool!

Don't leave money on the table, take control of your back of the room
sales now. Purchase the Face Reading Pitch Book today!  Note:  This is
the physical product, delivered to your door.

  $50     s&h incl.
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Mental Entertainment
Performance On Trial

By Joseph A. Curcillo, III
For over 30 years Joseph Curcillo has been
stunning corporate and private audiences
with his innovative magic, mentalism and
comedy. At the same time, Joe has spent
25 years at the top of his profession as a
successful judge, prosecutor and trial lawyer.
By fusing together a lifetime of experience
as a performer with the secrets of winning
in the courtroom, Joe has produced the
method for performers that want to succeed
with audiences.

“This book is great.  Joseph's
thoughts and analysis will benefit
every performer in our craft.  I will
find a special place for this book in
my private library.” --Neal Scryer

Why is this book good for magicians?
• Master the secrets used by professionals to win audiences.
• Wake up to a new vision of what your performances can be.
• Learn how to persuade your audience magically.
• Use the Development Worksheet to bring your show to the next level.

How is it important?
• An uniquely written perspective of entertainment never before in print.
• It teaches presentation skills from the perspective of a professional who

understands what an audience needs.
• Takes the theory teachings of the Fitzkee Trilogy or The Books of Wonder in a

completely different direction.
• Contains performance notes on effects by three distinguished performers: Marc

DeSouza, Doc Dixon and Bruce Bernstein.
$43     s&h incl.
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The Many Moves Of Cards

The Show Doctor
By Jeff  McBride

The Show Doctor is the first full-length book of magic
from Jeff McBride, one of the great magicians of our
time.

This new book includes:  Eleven  previously unpublished
routines by Jeff, including stage illusions, stand-up
routines, manipulation, close-up magic, cards and
mentalism.  Revised versions of Jeff's celebrated advice
column from MAGIC Magazine (2007-2010).  Over
45,000 new, additional words beyond the original

columns, including many
interviews and additional
writings.

Please note: Purchasers of the printed book will have full
access to all the embedded materials created for the digital
version of The Show Doctor (developed in partnership with
MAGIC Magazine). This is over 30 minutes of new video
content, plus pop-up materials and essays.

Another Winner From A Pro!     $45     s&h incl.

The Berglas Effects
By Richard Kaufman

The big hardcover book that reveals the
innermost secrets of the card miracles performed
by the legendary David Berglas for 60 years,
written by magic's most experienced author,
Richard Kaufman.

With almost 400 pages, this
oversized (hardcover) book with
Dust Jacket comes with 3D
Glasses, Inserts and 3 DVDs.
There are over 60 pages
devoted to “The Berglas
Effect” and “Any Card At Any
Number”.

Contents include: Foreword by Juan Tamariz, Invisible
Control, The Magic In David Berglas’ Card Magic, A Closed
System, Beware The Obvious, Searching For Perfection,
Zen In A Pack Of Cards, Small Tools & Party Tricks,
Magician’s Choice, The Set-Up Deck, Jazzing Around With
A Set-Up Deck and much, much more!

$145     s&h incl.
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Real World—Practical
The Real Deal

(Survival Guide)
By Paul Romhany

The information shared in this book (by all the
contributors) came about from their personal “trial
and error” and experiences, of baptism by fire. A
book like this can literally save you thousands of
dollars and avoid the trail and error that is costly.
Truthfully the wealth of knowledge contained in
this book is a tremendous value at this price.

So here it is with 450 pages and 52
contributors from all over the world.

For the past 25 years Paul Romhany has been
traveling the world working every gig you can

imagine. From a headline act on cruise ships, television to trade-shows and close-
up in restaurants. This book contains the REAL SECRETS to making a living
from performing magic. It is FILLED with hints, tips and stories on every subject
you can imagine. It also contains anecdotes from some of his travels that have
happened to him during his amazing and illustrious career. During the very early
part of his career Paul was fortunate enough to tour with some legends of magic
who shared advice that has remained with Paul since. From these experiences to
his present day travels where in the first three months of 2012 he flew over 200
hours to perform around the world, Paul reveals the REAL DEAL when it comes
to making a living as a magician.

This is a book that contains information that is worth more than ANY book you'll
buy on tricks. An essential book for every entertainer. If you study this book you'll
be prepared for any eventuality.

This book also contains stories and advice from other professionals including:
David Seebach, Jon Allen, Matthew Fallon, Adrian Saw, Bev Bergeron,
Vince Haines, Shawn Farquhar, Peter Mennie, Dennis Michael, Don
Campbell, Ray Lum, Lon Mandrake, Jon Kaplan, Eugene Lim, Jack
Poulter, Bill Bishop, Mike Super, Glen Foster, Randy Charach, Paul
Long, Geoff Williams, Chris Cox, Steve Warburton, Jamie Bentley, DR.
P MAGIC, Ben Robinson, Christopher Berry, Jim Kleefield, Cris Johnson,
David J Greene, TC Tahoe, John Fitzsimmons, Kyle Peron, Tim
Scarbrough, Joe Leo, Richard Webster, Alan Watson, Michael James,
Samuel Lamerson, Peter Mennie, Michael Grandinetti, Wayne Rogers,
James M. Ridner, Peter Loughran, Nickey Fynn, Danny Archer, Carl
Andrews, Eric Buss, Nick Lewin, Keith Fields, George F. Ledo and
Diamond Jim Tyler.

$50     s&h incl.
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Marketing That Works
Get Booked
By Benji Bruce

Get Booked will help you get more higher paying
gigs and gives you exact details on getting
gigs...nothing is left out. As a bonus, you get websites
with thousands of event planners for you to contact
so you can start booking gigs immediately. Just the
list of event planners is worth the price alone.  You're
getting detailed, step-by-step, word-for-word, advice
on how to book gigs...and then you get a list of
people to contact so you can start taking action
now.  Book has 252 pages and is perfect-bound.

These are some of the things you will learn
from Get Booked:
• Ways to get gigs without spending money.
• How to book gigs from Facebook.  •   How to

get on TV & Radio. •  The best kept secret in marketing.  •   How to build a
website that gets you hired.  •   Creating an effective business card.• Mistakes you
DON'T want to make.•   Video Marketing Techniques.  • Building a corporate
show (and getting a standing ovation).

$38     s&h incl.

The Art Of  Restaurant Gigs
By Benji Bruce

Advanced Strategies For
The Restaurant Performer

In this innovative restaurant book, Benji teaches you his
techniques in marketing, performing, negotiating fees,
booking gigs and so much more. Best of all, this
information is not “dated material” or “re-hashed” theories
that have been printed time after time. Be warned, this
is not a book on restaurant magic; but a book on
business.  This book goes into detail about how to
become a full-time restaurant performer.   Some of the
Topics covered in this book (there is lots more!):

Getting The Restaurant:  • The Cold Approach • Selling Over The Phone
• The Rapport Method • Crashing Restaurants • Restaurant Associations • Using
Your Networks • Upscale vs. Family Oriented.

Getting Tables To Call You Over:  • The Poster • Pawning • Getting Tips
• Using The Waiter • The Subtle Slip • The Trick • The Sign • The Pause • The
Video Testimonial • Leave Money On The Table.

Other Business Tips  Book is 188 pages, perfect-bound (4.5 x 7 inches)
$32     s&h incl.
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Neal Scryer & Friends
By Richard Webster

“Neal Scryer and Friends” is a “BIG”
book in many ways! It’s been one of the fastest
selling books on Mentalism we have ever sold,
and has generated an all time high number of
pre-orders for ANY other book we have ever
sold! You MUST visit our website for more
details and testimonials associated with this
ground breaking project!

At 671 pages, this 6 x 9-inch, hardback not
only has 33 new effects from Neal Scryer,
but an incredible offering of 115 effects from
87 of his friends from all over the world!  This
book will appeal to all mentalist and
psychics—because it contains a
tremendous variety of routines from all
disciplines of mentalism!

These include many high profile names, such
as: Jerome Finley, Ted Karmilovich, Mark Salem, Docc Hilford, Ron
Chavis, Bob Casssidy (Dr. Crow), Paul Shirley, Jeff Mc Bride, Paul
Carnazzo, Esmeralda “Gypsy,” Joshua Quinn, Craig Filicetti, S.E. Rivkin,
Doug Dyment, Misaki Gabrielli, Jonathan Stravinsky, Toni Iacoviello,
Richard Mark, Aroldo Lattarulo, Clairaudio, EXP, Joseph Curcillo,
Richard Webster, Father Anthony, Abha, Dan (Evil Dan) Terelmes, Prince
Thebs, Colleen Terelmes, Rich Hennessey, Neal Rider, Roy Shubert,
Sal Franchino,Rick Roth, Bob Killian, Nick Belleas, Allen Zingg, Mauricio
Jaramillo, Bobby Torkova, Greg Edmonds, David Thiel, Witch Doctor,
Charles Garner, Patrick Redford, Daniele Nigris, Anthony Jacquin, Kev
Sheldrake, Ken Dyne, Luca Volpe, Walter Davis, Sebastian Black, Jon
Stetson, Looch, Scott Grossberg, Raj Madhok,Alexander Thomas, Paul
Romhany, TC Tahoe, Thomas Heine & Rainer Mees (ParaLabs),
Alexandre, Mota,Nefesch, Meraux Dantes, Darrell Mac, Max Maven,
Ross Johnson, Colin McLeod, Paul Voodini, Banachek,Alain Nu, Pablo
Amira, W. M. Barclay, Alexander Nelson, Bill Montana, Christopher
Taylor, John Riggs, Michael Weber, Tony Razzano, Rudy Hunter, Iain
Dunford, Carlos Emesqua, Owen Darque, Juan David Arbelaez, Joe
Zabel, Sibyl, H. Arcana.

“I politely don't give endorsements for books, but I want to make an exception
here. The information contained in this book is as rare and amazing as the
only word Annemann used to call forth the spirits, "Gabatha!" --Docc Hilford

Semi-Exclusive!   $259     + $15 Domestic & $47 International

Richard Has Done It Again!
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Exclusives From Bill Montana
Phasmatis Opus

The Ghost Work Of  Bill Montana
This work contains effects that can be used in ghost work,
spiritualism and séance.    Phasmatis Opus is a hard
bound book featuring 96 pages, and is limited to
only 50 copies.  It also contains the following effects
and more. Here are just a couple of highlights.

The Bell From Hell: A spirit bell effect that uses a strange
psychological quirk of the human mind that will allow you
to have only the intended person selected here the ring
of this bell.

Table Titling The Spiritualist Method: In this effect
you will learn how to perform real table tilting using a

real full-size table all done without using traditional mediumistic gimmicks revealed
by psychic fraud busters of the past. And much more.

If you do séance work or work with ghosts then this work is for you as it will give
you some new ideas and effects that can be used in a séance or spiritualism act
done in full light or darkness. Some of the works contained in this book will allow
you to do just one effect and create an entire show or a short act just using one
item.  Since these of methodologies contained herein use psychological quirks of
the human mind there is no chance of getting busted doing something sneaky.

Limited Copies Remain...$300 s&h incl.

Psychic Mother $%&*!#@
First and foremost... This is not a work for
everyone.  Warning: This book contains subject matter
that could offend some folks if improperly used at the
wrong time and place and since it contains works to be
used in an occult, metaphysical, psychic and new age
and religious settings this warning is given.   If you are
not in a position where you can use this type of work or
you feel it may be offensive to you or your audience,
then I would like you to think about the purchase of this
work before diving in—just because some of the effects
sound cool—and I even recommend that you do not buy
it. Some secrets are not worth the risk to know. There
may be better things for you and your personal act.

This work contains the following effects and
more—Open Handwriting, Praying Hands, Animism, Relationship Test,
The Link, Shadow People, Reliquary, The Prosthetic Eye and lots more!
The book is softback and features 165 pages.  For more information on this
book, please seen our website!

$160 s&h incl.
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Exclusive!

Exclusives From Bill Montana

The Bridge
The Mentalism Of  Dreams

This book is intended for the serious performer and
not for everyone.  But when applied—the results are
incredible.

Imagine the impact you could offer if you were actually able to
implant dreams into your spectators!  Imagine giving them a
reading instructing them to carry out simple and quick tasks
and then tell them exactly the dream sequence they will
experience the following night, or perhaps a few nights after...
Sounds pretty amazing and bold—right?  Well it is amazing
and bold in the sense that is works!  I personally spent about 30 minutes reviewing
the technique and applied it to three different people—two of them called me back
within 36 hours and were freaked out that I was able to predict their dream!

$100 s&h incl.

Frank’s Ghost
This book is an original creation from the demonic minds of
Nick Belleas and Bill Montana.  It can be one of the
most real and chilling effects you will ever perform.

This effect can be performed virtually anywhere and is suited
for paranormal and séance work.  In short, this book will
teach you the powerful and yet simple secret behind this
remarkable effect.  Frank’s Ghost has only been shared
with a small group of professional performers until now!
Book is softcovered and has 20 pages.

$30 s&h incl.

The Conchologist Of
Conchomanteia

Warning: This book is slated strategically for the bizzarist
or psychic, it is “not” for people looking for self-working
“magic” effects. The purpose of the distinguishing is to
target exactly who this book is targeted to in an effort to
continue to inform our customers.

The Conchologist of Conchomanteia is a soft-back
book limited to 150 numbered and signed copies. It delves
into performing intimate miracles with ungimmicked
apparatus. That's all I'm allowed to tip. If you fall into the
above target category this is something you should think
of seriously.

$57 s&h incl.
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Harry Anderson Collection
7-7-7

The 21 Card Trick
By Jon Racherbaumer

The 21 Card Trick is one of the single
best known card tricks by non-magicians.
A lay person asks a magician to show him

a card trick—it is the classic 21 Card Trick, where a
thought-of-card is discovered by a series of deals where
the magician or spectator deal three packets of seven cards
and eventually reveal the thought-of selection.  Published
by Spade & Archer (Harry Anderson's Company) in 2011.

Written by Jon Racherbaumer. An 8.5 x 11-inches, Softcover, 198-pages with
photos and illustrations.  For more information please see our website.

$42     s&h incl.Practical Magic
By Harry Anderson

The Magic Square has always been an
incredible presentation which proves to the
audience your intellect and math skills. It has
been performed the same way for its entire
existence—until Harry Anderson completely revamped it.
This new method reveals the totals as a large sheet of paper is
unfolded and torn into pieces, you no longer need blackboards
to write on so it becomes a stage piece that fits in your pocket.
So, Harry's new magic square alone is worth the price of
this book. The instruction book, “Practical Magic" is actually
a force book that forces the trick titled Magic Square.  The book also cues you
on how to complete the square.  A 4.25 x 7-inch, green softcover with 150 plus
pages.  For more information on the book please see our website.

Don’t Miss Harry’s Routine!   $48     s&h incl.

Harry Anderson
Wise Guy

From The Street To The Screen
By Mike Caveney

Here is the complete story behind America’s most successful
comedy magician.  From his early days in the street, to
headlining in night clubs and casino showrooms

to starring role in TV.  Wise Guy begins with stories from Harry’s
apprenticeship as a street entertainer.  Book includes a wide array of
close-up effects, sight-gags, mentalism and virtually all of the stand-
up routines that made Harry a headline act—Needle Thru
Arm, Linking Finger Rings, Handcuffs, just to name a few!

 Still Available & A Great Read...$35     s&h incl.
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More Harry Anderson

Buy ANY 2 items from these Harry Anderson
pages and save an additional $5.00!

Games You
Can’t Lose
This funny, smart
and totally wicked
book unveils the
tricks behind the
cons, swindles and
wagers that separate
fools and their
money in streets, bars, carnivals, casinos
and racetracks every day. Learn how not
to get suckered—or at least how to laugh
if you do!  Written by Harry Anderson
and Turk Pipkin. An 8.5 x 5.5-inch,
softcover, 162-pages with many
illustrations and photographs. Every
copy has been hand-autographed
by Harry Anderson.

Book...$18     s&h incl.

Hello
Sucker!

See Harry at his
magic and comedy
best. The show was
taped in 1985 at the
Comedy & Magic
Club in Hermosa
Beach, CA and aired on the Showtime
cable network.  Watch Harry perform
his trademark routines: Buffalo Bill, Cuff
Links, Needle Through Arm and
Monarch Monte. Most importantly be
prepared as the self proclaimed, liar,
thief, braggart and cheat makes you
laugh, smile and be amazed. Contains
adult language.   These DVDs were
made by Harry Anderson and each is
signed/ numbered by him.

DVD...$22     s&h incl.

Tricks Of
His Trade

This is Harry
Anderson’s network
TV special that aired
in 1996 on CBS.
Watch Harry perform

some of his classic routines and some
special magic presented here for the first
time. Routines include the Grappler,
Linking Rings, Multiplying Balls, Cups
& Balls, Limited Edition, Pen Thru Bill,
Card On Seat, Polaroid Money and
many jokes, gags and cons.  Guest
appearances include: Jay Johnson,
Peter Davison, J.C. Wendel, Markie
Post, John Ritter, Peter Scolari,
Brent Spinner and more.  These
DVDs were made by Harry Anderson
and each is signed/numbered by him.

DVD...$22     s&h incl.

Fast &
Loose

A diverse array of
Harry’s columns
which featured—
magic, scams, word
games, math puzzles,
esoteric stories, cons,
tricks, historical

anecdotes, proposition bets, opinions,
observations, jokes and much more are
reproduced in this book.  You also get a
story titled "Harry & Ted's Excellent
Adventure" where Harry discusses Ted
Annemann's impact. Also his own
complete screenplay of Katherine
Dunn’s award-winning novel, “Geek
Love”,  about a family of carnival of
freaks.  Every copy has been hand-
autographed by Harry Anderson.

Book...$30     s&h incl.
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Amazing & Wonderful
Shin Lim’s

The Vanishing
This utility device will allow you to do miracles when it
comes to vanishing an object or making it travel from
one place to another. It is light to carry and can fit in
your wallet. It's not bulky, and no necessary clothing
requirements are needed. You can even use this gimmick
naked if you wanted to.

All is detailed for you on the instructional DVD
in three chapters.  No bonus effects are included on
this DVD.  For more information on this DVD,
please see our website!

DVD & Gimmick...$30     s&h incl.

Martin Breese Presents...
Al Koran’s Secrets

Performed and explained by Graham Jolley in
conversation with Martin Breese.  The DVD is the
final work of Martin Breese. So determined was he to
see this produced that whilst ill he forced the hospital to
send him home for the filming. He had a great passion
for the work of AL Koran and great respect for Graham
Jolley.  Here are few routines shown:  Five Star
Miracle Wallet, Countdown, Card Stab and many more!
Plus a bonus video of part of Graham Jolly's live
performance entertaining executives with his inimitable
patter and Al Koran routines.  For more information
on this DVD, please see our website!

$42.50     s&h incl.

UGM Presents...
World Magic Seminar Asia X

This DVD is edited to highlight the whole event  that
was held at the Nagoya Kanko Hotel in August 2011
of “World Magic Seminar X ASIA”.  If you want to
know what's happening in the world of magic in Asia—
this DVD will provide it for you.  This is a great chance
to get ahead of the curve and see innovative techniques!
You can see all the contents of the Convention UGM.
Duration is approximately 120 minutes and includes:
Performances and lectures from an amazing list
of performers shown on our website.

$40     s&h incl.
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ExExExExExccccclusivlusivlusivlusivlusiveeeee

Coins, Cards, Rings
Wayne Fox’s

Total Ambition
Now, for the first time, your spectator’s card can be
marked BOTH SIDES, with a signature on the face
and a large white sticker on the back.  The card is slid
into the center of the deck as you invite your audience
not to blink.  This amazing eye candy moment takes
place as the card with the sticker is seen to visibly melt
up through the deck to the top.  The card is handed
out immediately.  Comes with specially made gimmick.
Easy to perform.  Instant reset. For more
information on this DVD, please see our
website!

DVD & Gimmick...$42     s&h incl.

Wayne Fox’s
Knockout Prediction Outdone

Your audience will be stunned as you can cut to any card
that the spectator cuts to even though they spectator
can shuffle the cards as much as they like and the cards
are totally normal. You will want to perform this effect
right away, it knocks out both laymen and magicians
alike. It is one of the strongest card effects your audience
will have seen in a long time.

Comes complete with two decks of cards and a full
explanation and variations on this comprehensive DVD.
For more information on this DVD, please see
our website!

DVD & Gimmick...$42     s&h incl.

Levent’s
Ultimate Guide To The

Linking Rings
From one of magic's most respected performers—
Levent tips his brilliant Linking Rings routines and much
more on this hotly anticipated DVD.  This DVD has
everything you ever wanted to know about this amazing
and timeless magic effect. It includes seven hours of
sleights, tricks and routines of the Masters.  Also
featured is Levent's original 11-ring routine. PLUS! The
Linking Ring routines of Roy Benson, Chung Ling Soo,
Dai Vernon, Robert-Houdin and others.

4-DVD Set...$80     s&h incl.
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Viktor Voitko Exclusives

Coin Through The Bill
The magician shows a half dollar and bill only. The coin
is placed on the center of the bill and bill is folded in
half. Spectators can be check and feel coin. The coin is
really inside the bill. You touch your empty fingers to
the center of the bill and coin penetrates through center
of the bill! You bring the coin to the center of the bill
and the coin penetrates back inside the bill in the same
manner as before! You take coin from the bill and you
give to spectator. Unfold the bill. It is intact. You return
it to spectator too. You have empty hands and spectators
can examine everything! Comes complete with
instructional DVD, gimmicked coin and a practice
bill.

DVD & Gimmick...$55     s&h incl.

Viktor Voitko Magic
Sit back and enjoy the elegant magic of Viktor Voitko.

Disk 1: Here are a few—The Rose Act: TV Spain, 1998,
Flying Linking Rings: TV Spain, 1999, The Cage: Magic
Show, Lebanon, 1999, The Magic Box: The Magic Show,
Ukraine, 1999 and 6 more acts.

Disk 2:  Here are a few—The Snowstorm: Apollo
Variety, Germany, 2006, Flying Linking Rings: FISM,
Japan, 1994, Levitation of the Lady: Krystallpalast
Variety, Germany, 2007, The Magic picture frame: Circus
Salto Nataly, Switzerland, 2006 and 11 more acts. For
More information on this effect see our website.

2-DVD Set...$60     s&h incl.

Light For Invisible Thread
This DVD deals with “questions and answers” for working
the fine details of light in conjunction with invisible thread.
Taught from a man who knows very well how powerful
the right combination can be. The DVD-Instructions will
help you to find the correct light for thread work with
invisible thread. It also will make your thread REALLY
INVISIBLE! A lot of magicians use the invisible thread for
stage magic, but few of them know how to make the
correct light for invisible thread.

For More information on this effect see our
website.

$52.50     s&h incl.
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More Voitko Exclusives
Dream Coin Set

Now you can purchase the Dream Coin set and
get a free value added DVD from Victor Voitko
only from Stevens Magic.  This coin set has multiple
functions and with it you will be able to perform great
magic by applying simple principles. You will be able to
create astonishing effects.

Shown are:  Basic Moves, Switches, Coin Thru Hand, 3
in 1, Splash Coin, Coins Flight, Coin Across, Appearance
& Disappearance 3 Coins, The Misers Dream (production
and vanishes four coin) and five killer effects from Johnny

Wong.  For More information on this effect see our website.
DVD & Gimmick...$87.50     s&h incl.

Routines For Jumbo Coins
Gold or Silver Available

It is my belief that Viktor has the unusual double talent of
being both an exceptional, top ranked manipulator but
also a very good teacher too.  He uses the video camera
smartly, by slowing down his sequential moves in an
almost "step-by-step" fashion.  Included within are
original, classic moves and routines with coins for stage
manipulation, including appearances and vanishes, coins
flying from one hand to the other and much more.
Included with each DVD are 10 specially made coins for practice and
performance. Each coin measures 2-inches wide, but is exceptionally thin at
approximately 1mm.  For More information on this effect see our website.

DVD & Jumbo Coins...$43     s&h incl.

Sticker Coin E1
You borrow a quarter take your business card out and
clap your business card with the hand having a coin in
it. Suddenly the coin has become fused with your
business card!  Then you can give your business card
away as a souvenir to the spectator. This trick will make
your business card unforgettable.

BONUS: This effect also comes with a versatile prop,
that can be used for “MANY” other effects, and

vanishes called the “POCKET TOPIT!”  While it is used inconjuction with Sticker
Coin, it can also be applied to many other effects for the strolling and/or close up
performer! Available in Half Dollar and Quarter Versions (please specify
when ordering) and extra Refills for Sticker Coin are available at Stevens
Magic.  For More information on this effect see our website.

DVD & Stickers (Quarter/Half  Dollar)...$30     s&h incl.
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Important Opportunities

TAKE20
Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or

from www.stevensmagic.com (place in
ìCommentsî Section). Offer cannot be used

incombination with any other promotion or special
(some items excluded). Maximum discount is

$20.00. Expires 9/15/12

Christian Fechner’s
Legacy To The World Of

Magic...
Soirees Fantastiques

This is a 2-Volume Set of books
unsurpassed in quality and unimaginable
in content!  Inside Christian details all his
distinguished creations, including Self
Levitation From A Bar Stool.

The first volume Take One, Scene
One features the disclosure of methods

of 16 illusions and effects plus the explanation of 17 new
illusions Christian dedicated to magic’s finest illusionists.

Take Two looks like a book.  It opens with an index and
group of full-color illustrations.  But it is not a book.  It’s a
box! On the top portion of the box are three miniature
flick books featuring full-color photos of Christian
performing his Self Levitation From A Bar Stool,
Vanishing TV Set and Walking Skeleton Herve Jr.
Beneath the flick books are 11 full-scale engineering
drawings of the illusions described in Take One, Scene
One.  Here are few of the drawings:  The TV Table, The
Champagne Bottle, The Stage Carpet, The Rocking
Chair, The Levitating Lamp and lots more!

This set is in pristine, mint condition and have never been opened! It is
very rare and hard to find.  Both volumes are bound in luxurious, red cloth and
contained in a matching bound red case.  Each cover is embossed with hand-
mounted 4-color rendering of Christian with his ever present Havana cigar and
the movie industry’s recognizable clack board

$1,250     s&h incl.
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